
Fullstack Django Developer;

EdTech Social Impact MVP to Debug and Enhance

YOU MUST SUBMIT YOUR COVER LETTER AND RESUME TO:

Careers@learningseeds.com

We are immediately seeking a freelance or part time developer with optional opportunities to
possibly grow into a larger role. Full benefits package is available to full time employees. All
employees enjoy mentorship, online collaboration with colleagues, and flexible hours with some
overlap availability expected with our 6am-6pm EST work hours.

We're looking for Full-Stack Django Developer, great at asking questions to refine backend plan,
and can translate our requirements into a satisfying user experience. We are educators working
with young children with autism and we welcome diverse and neuro-diverse candidates that
may have preferences to interview and collaborate in a manner conducive to their own best
working and communication modes.

General Information: --------------------------- Our software is used in-house by our team of
Special Education and Autism specialists and teachers to capture transcriptions, notes, and
recommendations from our daily work with students. We have a complex workflow that needs to
be debugged and improved to reduce load times. The ideal candidate would do a large block of
hours to make essential fixes and then would be open to long-term part-time or hourly
consultation to roll out enhancements as we prototype the tool for use with a larger audience of
users such as families, schools, and research participants. If a good relationship is built this
could lead to an ongoing engagement. We are a social benefit company, an excellent and
positive team (with a lot of very nice preschool teachers setting the tone) and we move very very
quickly and have rigorous and high expectations for ourselves and our colleagues.

Task and Deliverables: ----------------------------- - You'll be responsible for working with the
project stakeholders, both educators, and skilled CTO, and greatly improve speed, debug, and
add our next functional enhancements for our in-house, web-based tool that is also a prototype
of a future SAAS product.
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Required Skills: -------------------- - Django, Django admin - SQL - Pdf generation -Deep
understanding of complex data relationships and database query architecture to optimize speed
and load times; Experience with Django CMS is a huge plus. - Multiple user workflows - tasking
and tracking of user data Position. The ideal candidate will have some experience with Natural
language processing and API integrations for future work though these skills are not required for
the current project.

Commitment: Part-Time / freelance currently with room to grow the role - Duration:2-6 months -
Overlap hours: 3 hours with EST - Location: Any location; we are based in Boston but the
entire company has weekly remote work.

Our tech stack includes: Slack, Asana, Bitbucket, GSuite, Trainual, Loom, and our proprietary
tool built in Django and housed in AWS

Job Types: Full-time, Part-time, Internship, Contract

Pay: $1.00 - $2.00 per year


